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Welcome to our 2021-2024 Education Plan and thank you for 
taking an interest in Almadina Language Charter Academy. Our 
Education Plan is designed to help readers understand who we 
are and what’s important to us. Most importantly, it shares our 
vision of our future and outlines the plan to get there.

Reflecting on our shared desires and collective intent, the 
plan was developed through the collaboration of the entire 
Almadina learning community including students, parents, staff, 
administration, board members and school partners. We would 
like to thank all those who participated over the last year and took 
the time to attend our engagement sessions and offer insights 
into the needs of our students. The  plan  is  envisioned  to  
operate  over  a  three  year  horizon  and  is  sufficiently  broad  
to  allow  flexibility  in  yearly  implementation, all  the while clearly 
articulating the key markers that define who we are and our 
pathway to success and continuous improvement.

As a public charter school with a unique emphasis on English 
language acquisition, we centre all of our decisions on serving 
the needs of students whose second or third language at home is 
English.
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The Education Plan for Almadina Language Charter Academy 
commencing September 1, 2021, was prepared under the 
direction of the Board in accordance with the responsibilities under 
the Education Act and the Fiscal Planning and Transparency 
Act. This plan was developed in the context of the provincial 
government’s business and fiscal plans. The Board has used 
its performance results to develop the plan and is committed to 
implementing the strategies contained within the plan to improve 
student learning and results.

The Board approved the Education Plan for 2021 - 2024 on May 
19, 2021. Almadina’s School Council reviewed the plan on May 
16, 2021.

Haytham Ghouriri    Ahmad Jamal ElRafih
Board Chair                                   Superintendent
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Almadina Language Charter Academy (ALCA) has a proud history 
of preparing English as a Second Language students reach their 
full potential as they prepare to meet the challenges of high school 
and life as responsible contributing citizens. As the school looked 
forward to the year 2021, it set in motion a planning process to 
collaboratively build a four year plan that captures the hopes and 
dreams of its school community, while providing assurance it has 
created a culture of continuous improvement. 

Beginning in November 2020, the school engaged with more 
than 90 students, staff, parents, and board members across 
three engagement session to identify the priorities, goals, 
outcomes, performance measures, and strategies for the plan. In 
May 2021, stakeholders voiced strong support for ALCA’s I AM 
goal and outcome structure and its strategic direction towards 
ensuring wellness, student success, inclusion, and a strong K to 
9 English Language Learning program with a vision to extend its 
configuration to Grade 12 in future years.

Of course, the real work will happen at the implementation level. 
This important task will be undertaken by steering committees 
charged with developing action plans for each strategy listed in 
the plan. As well, these teams will be responsible for reviewing 
the I AM goals, outcomes, and results on an annual basis for 
opportunities to improve and identify any necessary changes. 
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Vision
To strive to operate as Canada’s best public charter school by 
providing students whose second or third language is English with 
the opportunities to reach their full potential.

Mission
The Almadina School Society, through its partnerships with the 
Minister and all stakeholders, ensures that our students whose 
second or third language at home is English reach their full 
potential as they prepare to meet the challenges of high school, 
lifelong learning and citizenship in a dynamic, democratic, 
knowledge-based society that respects each child’s special gifts 
and the commitment to promote diversity in shared values.
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Wellness - Build efficacy among all English Language Learners 
(ELL) students and staff through wellness strategies to ensure 
the learning community emerges from the pandemic stronger and 
more resilient.

Student Success – Ensure each ELL student feels connected, 
engaged, happy to learn, excited to come to school, and confident 
to share. Most importantly, allow students to take ownership of 
their learning and have a prominent voice in their learning journey 
through enhanced English language learning programming and 
differentiated instruction.

Inclusion - Refine Almadina’s inclusive education framework to 
ensure all ELL students are equally valued, represented, safe 
and have their diverse needs met. Create partnerships to help 
students and staff build greater cultural competency, enabling 
them to effectively interact, work, and develop meaningful 
relationships with people of various cultural backgrounds.

Programming – Align the curriculum through the lens of English 
language learning design, ensuring pedagogical practices are 
responsive, research-based, evidence-informed and meet the 
needs and interests of K to Grade 9 students, with the intent of 
expanding to Grade 12 in future years. As well, invest in a robust 
technology infrastructure to support the equitable and innovative 
use of technology in communicating, learning, teaching, and 
leadership.
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Goal 1 / Outcome 1

I know this because I am:

Healthy, safe, resilient, and value diversity, cultures and traditions.

We will measure our growth by: 

• (ALCA) Percentage of students and staff who report they live a healthy lifestyle.
• (ALCA)/ABed) Overall teacher, parent and student agreement that students are safe 

at school, learning the importance of caring for others, learning respect for others, 
and are treated fairly at school.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students, parents and staff who agree that social/emotional 
supports provided are accessible, appropriate and beneficial for staff, students and/or 
to their family.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students and staff who feel they can overcome obstacles.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students and parents who report they/their child have been 

provided with opportunities to learn about Indigenous Peoples and other cultures.

We will enhance our performance by:

• Formalize Almadina’s inclusive education approach by defining the tenets, research-
based practices, tools, and professional learning required to build a shared 
understanding of an inclusive education system where ALL students can access and 
fully participate in academic, social, and behavioural learning alongside their similar-
aged peers.
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Goal 1 / Outcome 2

I know this because I am:

Supported in a welcoming, balanced, high quality English Language Learning and work 
environment.

We will measure our growth by: 

• (ALCA) Percentage of staff, parents and students who express they feel a part of the 
learning community.

• (ABed) Percentage of parents and staff who agree students have access to 
appropriate supports and services at school.

• (ALCA)Percentage of students, teachers, and parent, satisfied that the school is 
successful in providing a high quality of education.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students and staff who believe they achieve a balanced life.
• (ALCA) Percentage of staff and parents who believe the schools are governed 

effectively.
• (ALCA) Percentage of staff and parents who believe the schools are administered 

effectively.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students and staff who believe they have access to digital 

technology that enhances student learning at school.
• (ALCA/ABed) Overall percentage of teachers, parents and students indicating that 

their school has improved or stayed the same within the last three years.
• (ALCA) Percentage of staff satisfied that professional learning has positively impacted 

their instruction and/or effectiveness.
• (ABed) Annual drop-out rate of students/First Nations, Métis and Inuit students ages 

14 to 18.
• (ABed) Overall teacher, parent, student satisfaction with the overall quality of basic 

education.

We will enhance our performance by:

• Establish common strategies, language and programming between Virtues, WEP, 
BHC, and Wellness Rocks, to increase supports to students and their families.

• Research and build a workplace wellness plan for staff.
• Evaluate Almadina’s current technology plan against Alberta Education’s Technology 

Framework to identify the resources required to intentionally support the infusion of 
technology as a communication and learning tool. 

• Align budget allocations to enact strategies in education plan.
• Build a shared understanding and support of Board to advocate for implementation of 

strategies.
• Develop a comprehensive development plan for the new Board to understand the 

governance role.
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Goal 2 / Outcome 1

I know this because I am:

Literate, numerate and build core competencies through a wealth of real-world, hands-on 
diverse learning opportunities designed specifically for English Language learners.

We will measure our growth by: 

• (ALCA) Percentage of students who are reading at grade level based on the school’s 
Fountas and Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students who require math intervention based on the school’s 
Math Intervention/Programming Instrument (MIPI).

• (ALCA) Percentage of students who agree they are literate and numerate.
• (ALCA) Percentage of parents and staff who agree students are acquiring knowledge 

and skills for English Language Learning instruction.
• (ALCA) Percentage of parents and staff who agree students are numerate.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students who state they have had opportunities to engage in 

real-world, hands-on learning experiences.
• (ALCA) Percentage of teachers who agree they are acquiring knowledge and skills 

for English Language Learning instruction.
• (ALCA) Percentage of teachers who agree they use Alberta’s K-12 ELL Proficiency 

Benchmarks in their assessment practices.
• (ABed) Overall teachers, parents and students satisfied with the opportunity 

for students to receive a broad program of studies, including fine arts, careers, 
technology, and health and physical education.

We will enhance our performance by:

• Develop an ELL practice guide to align pedagogical practices, while infusing 
interdisciplinary instruction into everyday classroom activities.

• Promote and provide professional learning on the use of the guide among teachers, 
school mentors/mentees, and educational partners.

• Build a professional learning plan for teachers to unpack the new curriculum and align 
instruction through the lens of English Language learning design.
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Goal 2 / Outcome 2

I know this because I am:

Supported and held accountable for reaching my full potential. 

We will measure our growth by: 

• (ALCA) Percentage of teachers who agree they use research-informed practices to 
create innovative learning environments and improve student learning.

• (ABed) Overall percentage of students/First Nations, Métis and Inuit students 
who achieved the acceptable standard and standard of excellence on Provincial 
Achievement Tests.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students who report setting learning goals with their teacher.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students with Individual Program Plans who are achieving their 

learning goals.
• (ABed) Overall teacher and parent agreement that students are taught attitudes and 

behaviours that will make them successful at work when they finish school.

We will enhance our performance by:

• Develop a Communication of Student Learning Policy & Procedure focused 
on amplifying the voice of ELL students in their learning journey, while aligning 
assessment and communication practices among all teachers.

• Provide professional learning on the procedure among staff, students and parents.
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Goal 3 / Outcome 1

I know this because I am:

Empowered, engage, and take ownership for achieving my learning goals.

We will measure our growth by: 

• (ALCA) Percentage of students, parents, and staff who state that students’ voice 
counts in their school.

• (ABed) Percentage of students, parents, and teachers who agree students are 
engaged in their learning at school.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students who indicate their schoolwork is meaningful.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students who understand how they learn best.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students who get the help they need in school.
• (ALCA) Percentage of students who expect to succeed in school

We will enhance our performance by:

• Design and implement a student-driven culture where students are actively involved 
in shaping the Almadina experience.

• Build staff capacity to offer specialized classes that meet the interests of students.
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Goal 3 / Outcome 2

I know this because I am:

A model citizen who respects, cares, shares, accepts and cooperates with others to build 
a better school, community, and world.

We will measure our growth by: 

• (ABed) Overall teacher, parent and student agreement that students model the 
characteristics of active citizenship.

• (ALCA) Percentage of students, parents, and staff who agree students and staff 
model the principles of Virtues.

• (ALCA) Percentage of staff and parents who believe their school provides them 
opportunities to be actively engaged in their learning community.

• (ALCA) Number of educational partners who cite engaging with ALCA to learn of its 
innovative practices.

• (ALCA) Percentage of staff, board members, and school councils members who 
report they were actively involved in the development of the school’s education plan.

• (ABed) Overall teacher and parent satisfaction with parental involvement in decisions 
about their child’s education.

We will enhance our performance by:

• Research, design and implement a distributed learning model that fosters community 
and connectedness and enables creative spaces for students to pursue their 
interests.
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Budget Principles & Assumptions
Almadina Lanuguae Charter Academy’s annual budget is driven 
by the priorities, goals, outcomes, and strategies of its Four-Year 
Plan. The 2021/22 budget is built on the following assumptions:

• Revenues are based on student enrolment of WMA 1161 
grade 1-9 and 44 ECS

• Certified salary for 35 teachers will advance on the grid
• Benefit increases are expected for all staff benefit plans
• Transportation cost must include the cost for 18 buses
• $80,000 allocated for research and innovation

For a complete copy of the 2021/22 Budget, please visit 
Almadina’s public website.

Revenues & Expenditures
       Revenue  Expenditures

Instruction       $       9,865,527    $        10,132,262   
Governance & System Administration  $          599,790        $             627,331
Maintenance       $          946,480 $          1,071,045       
Transportation      $          840,516      $          1,187,575
Other       $ 413,610       $               19,863
TOTAL       $     12,252,314   $        13,028,783

Revenue & Expenditures (%)
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2021 - 2024 Captial Plan
Almadina Language Charter Academy continues to explore its 
options of extending the school’s grade configuration from K to 
Gr. 9 to K to Gr. 12. The school is grateful to have receive word in 
late May 2021 that it will receive funding for five portables for its 
Ogden campus. This additional space will help to fulfil additional 
programming and collaborative work spaces in the school. 

Priorities Moving Foward

2021/22 School Year
Lease Costs  Mountain View / Ogden
Two Portables  Mountain View
Ceiling Repair  Mountain View / Ogden
Paving Upgrades Mountain View / Ogden

2022/23 School Year
Lease Costs  Mountain View / Ogden
Two Portables  Ogden
Interior Painting  Mountain View / Ogden;l
Flooring Upgrades Mountain View / Ogden

2023/24 School Year
Lease Costs  Mountain View / Ogden
Exterior Upgrade Ogden
Boiler Replacement Mountain View / Ogden

For a complete copy of the 2021 - 2024 Capital Plan, please visit 
Almadina’s public website. 

Revenues & Expenditures
       Revenue  Expenditures

Instruction       $       9,865,527    $        10,132,262   
Governance & System Administration  $          599,790        $             627,331
Maintenance       $          946,480 $          1,071,045       
Transportation      $          840,516      $          1,187,575
Other       $ 413,610       $               19,863
TOTAL       $     12,252,314   $        13,028,783

Revenue & Expenditures (%)



Learn More
Almadina Language Charter School is committed to working collaboratively with its stakeholders in the 

planning and delivery of educational services. In addition to copies of its Three-Year Plan, Capital Plan, and 
Budget being distributed to school councils, staff, and educational partners, these documents are accessible 
through our website at esl-almadina.com and our district office at #118, 3132-26 Street N.E., Calgary, Alberta.


